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Prime Rishta was established in 2010 with an intention of helping the Sikh and Hindu community, to find
the right matrimonial alliances. We have been catering to thousands of individuals in their venture to find

their right match. In the good old days, Groom/Bride hunting would happen based on communication
within the community, where people would discuss potential bride and grooms, their backgrounds along

with their family and cultural values.
We at Primerishta.com bring to you an advanced version of matchmaking, where we put in personal effort

to understand your dream companion and provide an extensive search network to find you, your “The
one!”. Till today we have brought the happiness of being wedded to close to 15,000 Indians settled in the

US, UK, Canada, and Australia.
While matchmaking has become a business out there, we understand the importance of good partnership
between a couple. Marriage is an emotional ceremony, where two individuals decide on coming together
to start a new life, it’s an event that makes two families as one big happy family. At Primerishta.com we

understand the value of family and love and therefore we’ve brought to you this platform where our
matchmakers make it their personal goal to bring to you the happiness of finding true love!

REGISTRATION   PROCESS
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What do we offer and how are we different?
 

We give you personalised services with a locally present matchmaker. This match maker
would be thoroughly prepared with your preferences and will scout out to find you the
partner of choice. These matchmakers are proficient in the process for the last 8 – 10

years.
We make sure that you find a partner who is present locally, based on your location of

current residence.
We will be showcasing all those profiles, and in fact only those profiles that have at least a

95% match with your preferences.
All profiles shown to you will be absolutely active at the time of showcasing.

We are aware of privacy concerns and will ensure confidentiality of all your private
information. Your information will be revealed only to genuinely interested profiles.

We will ensure that if you are willing to settle in the countries we cater to, we will assist
you in finding profiles where the individual has permanent residency or citizenship.
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What do we offer and how are we different?
 

While we cater to Sikh and Hindu community right now, we are extending our
services to Muslim community as well.

You can find profiles, not just of the same community or religion, but of the same
castes and sub castes, for e.g. Gursikh and Amritdhari profiles, Kayasth and

Kanyakubj Brahmins, or Bohra Muslims, etc.

 We assure you that once you register with us, we guarantee you will find your
Prime Rishta within a span of three months!

Our services are flexible and customizable per your need.
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Do not worry we will be there with you throughout the process, like a guide and a friend,
sticking with you through the thick and thin of this journey where you set out to find your

other half!
So, do you want to be a part of a family where your Rishta is the Prime concern? Would you

like to be a part of a community where your needs and requirements are of the utmost
importance? Do you want to meet someone who will get your heart racing and calm your mind
at the same time? Are you looking for your soulmate? How would you feel when we say that a
matchmaker can help you find your perfect match – your other half, the one who completes

you in this journey called life?
Well, don't look elsewhere! Register yourself at Primerishta.com and find choices that match
your preferences. Come join the Primerishta family, where we as your family members help

you find your Rishta
Click on this link to create your profile, where we will understand your requirements and help

you understand our charges and the different membership plans.
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 In case you’d like to have a personal touch in understanding what we offer, contact us at our
local offices at:

CANADA: 300-116 Albert St #400 Ottawa, ON K1P 5G3, Canada, 647-693-5090

USA: 1001 Wilshire Boulevard Los Angeles, CA 90017, 213-772-7192
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UK: 189 Marsh Wall London E14 9SH, UK

AUSTRALIA: Pitt Street, Sydney, NSW, 2000


